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INTRODUCTION

An increased demand for information on soil results from the neces
sity of agricultural and forest production intensification, at a simulta
neous observance of principles of protection and renovation of soil 
resources. Therefore, the following questions should be answered before 
taking any economic decisions [12] :

— what effect would exert the realization of the given economic 
decision on the qualitative and quantitative state of exploitation of 
soil resources,

— where should be located undertakings, expenditures and product
ion means, so as their distribution could ensure an effective management 
of soil resources and other natural environment elements,

— what means should be applied for renovation of soil and for 
protection against degradation caused by necessary economic develop
ment of the country on the macro- and microregion scale.

In order to get information supporting the economic decisions in the 
scope mentioned, the introduction into basic pedologie investigations 
of system analysis, integrating quantitative and qualitative soil proper
ties in an arrangem ent connected with wholeness of natural and eco
nomic conditions, should be necessary. In this connection, information 
systems, applying, among other thigs, teledetection and ground monito
ring methods for investigation of analysis and estimation of soil resour
ces and other environment elements [1, 5, 6, 8, 9] are designed and 
introduced in many countries. The above techniques and methods, at 
simultaneous application of classical investigation methods :

— render possible to get a complex characteristics of soil,
— ensure the conditions for delivering at an appropriate time and
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in a definite form the information adapted to current social and 
economic needs.

Beside the above basic aims of the use of information for pedologie 
investigations, there is still other important reason, justifying the need 
of organization of soil information system in Poland. We dispose, namely, 
of a very rich source documentation of the hitherto results of pedologie 
investigations. The collections of data comprise several ten thousand 
descriptions of soil profiles, several hundred thousand laboratory analysis 
results concerning soil abundance and soil-agricultural and soil classifica
tion maps covering about 90°/o of the country territory. This document
ation in the source form is dispersed among different economic units. 
Therefore, working out this basis syntheses of problems and soil estimates 
is practically impossible.

Use of the disposable documentation is possible only through the 
information system, the application of which would contribute to the 
repeated and manifold use the respective data, without repetition of 
expensive area and laboratory soil investigations.

The Presidium of the Chief Board of Polish Soil Science Society,
while taking into consideration the above aspects, introduced in 1976
a new problem into the plan of research works, concerning out principles 
and methods of designing and extension of soil information system in 
Poland, defined as BIGLEB. In view of an interdisciplinai character 
of the above problem, a special Working Groug consisting of 20 specia
lists (pedologists, agricultural chemists, physicists, ecologists and infor
mation specialists) has been called into being.

The respective works have been included into the research plan
of the Section of Agricultural and Forest Sciences, Polish Academy
of Sciences.

The BIGLEB system designing principles were based mostly on 
analogic works carried out by the Working Group on Information 
System called into being in 1975 within the framework of the Internatio
nal Soil Science Society (ISSS) [3, 5, 6].

The results obtained from the executed works on the BIGLEB system 
constituted a contribution to the establishment of the soil data bank, 
designed within the framework of the CMEA research problems.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BIGLEB SYSTEM

A i m s  of  t h e  B I G L E B  s y s t e m .  The basic aim of the 
BIGLEB system is collection of the data on soil and their storage in the 
data bank at subsequent processing of these data into information of 
a definite range, form and shape in adaptation to the social, economic 
and scientific research demand as well as the transfer of the processed 
information at an appropriate, i.e. real time, at which the given infor-



Fig. 1. The BIGLEB system



Fig. 2. R elations and arrangem ent of inform ation on soil in the BIGLEB system
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mation or the information set would be necessary for taking definite 
decisions. Therefore, the aim of the system concerns simultaneously the 
introduction into pedologie investigations of remote observation methods 
of natural environment as well as continuous ground investigations use 
of an appropriate measuring implements with possibly automatized 
recording of measurement results (soil monitoring {1, 9]). The range of 
the BIGLEB system is presented in Fig. 1.

Beside the basic aim, the BIGLEB system should attain also a number 
of subsidiary aims, in particular :

— making use of the disposable sets of data on soils, gained in the 
hitherto pedologie investigations,

— introduction of unified methods of soil investigation and other 
natural environment elements,

— improvement of the processing of results of current investigations 
conducted by introduction of unified data recording patterns,

— reduction of expenditures for pedologie expertises by means of 
repeated use of investigations,

— objectivization of the estimation of qualitative state of soils,
— getting in due time information on soil for economic needs,
— making possible application of soil system analysis in connection 

with other natural environment elements and economic branches,
— carrying out esearch works on development of the system,
— organization of an efficient cooperation of the BIGLEB system 

with other information systems,
— coordination of cooperation with the BIGLEB system of various 

organizational units acting both as disposers of source data or as users 
of the system.

S u b j e c t  o f  i n t e r e s t  o f  t h e  B I G L E B  s y s t e m .  The sub
ject of interest of the BIGLEB system is an arrangem ent of information 
on soil for determinaton of relatively homogenic soil units, which are : 
an elementary natural soil unit (pedon) and a useful soil unit (Fig. 2).

Both these types of homogenic units have been distinguished with 
regard to their features. These features are determined according to the 
assumd system of classification of soil.

In relation to the identification of an elementary soil unit, the follo
wing properties are taken into consideration : geographic situation, cli
matic conditions, soil processes and special soil properties : morphologic
al, physical, chemical and biological ones.

In relation to the identification of a useful soil unit, beside natural 
features, such features of soil as utilization kind, production effects of 
soil, reclamation state, intensity of agronomy measures, soil contamina
tion and degradation state, have been taken into consideration.

Homogenic soil units occur on very small areas, and therefore in the 
model of the BIGLEB system interest subject, a spatial homotonic unit
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of soil has been distinguished. It is an area with a definite spatial 
structure type of homogenic units. These units are distinguished also 
within the framework of an assumed classification system of spatial soil 
structure types. The application of the above spatial systems of soils 
enables to get information on the distinguished types of soil units, to 
determine significant differences between them and to compare them 
m utually with regard to qualirative and quantitative features. The in
formation delivered by the BIGLEB system concerns particularly homo
genic and homotonic soil units and comprises :

— characteristics of elementary soil units,
— characteristics of soil profile horizons,
— characteristics of soil predisposition for a definite economic 

utilization,
— characteristics of particular soil features limiting its economic 

utilization,
— estimation of soil resources,
— estimation of demand for means of formation and protection of 

soils,
— forecast of soil transformation lines,
— different parameters and soil indices.
S t r u c t u r e  of  t h e  BIGLEB s y s t e m .  A general structural 

and functional scheme of the BIGLEB system is presented in Fig. 3. 
In this scheme, the division and connections of three basic elements 
of the information system, i.e. input, processing and output, have been 
taken into consideration.

The input into the system are data collected by different methods and 
recorded in the form and shape suitable for placement in the computer. 
The data are processed according to programs of different type : record
ing, analytic and recording and analytic and decision types. The output 
from the system constitute data in different thematical approaches and 
in different forms tabulograms, diagrams and prints of maps. The output 
information can be put in order according to different reference systems : 
problematic, spatial and organizational ones, in accordance with needs 
of definite users of the system.

DIVISION OF THE BIGLEB SYSTEM INTO COMPLEMENTARY SUBSYSTEM S

The BIGLEB system was divided for practical reasons, facilitating 
its extension, into complementary specialistic subsystems. The pedologie 
investigations are carried out within organizational framework of dif
ferent branches : agriculture, forestry, land administration and natural 
environment protection and academic education. Therefore, it is much 
easier to extend particular subsystems than to try  to extend immediately 
an integrated system. The complementary subsystems form a certain hie



Fig. 3. BIGLEB system  structure and elem ents



Fig. 4. Schem e of the com plem entary specialistic subsystem s of the BIGLEB system
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rarchical m utually supplemental system. The connections between 
particular subsystems are illustrated in Fig. 4.

The first group embodies subsystems (of the cartography of arable 
(KAR), grassland (KAZ) and forest (KAL) soils), containing information 
on the spatial structure of soil units and their morphological features, 
profile structure, its thickness, texture, structure, hue to genetic horizons 
and other soil properties determined in the course of field investigations. 
This group of subsystems comprises also data concerning other elements 
of natural environment and its management state.

All these data are collected according to the |network of marked 
fields constituting spatial reference system of data in the BIGLEB 
system. These subsystems should simultaneously ensure the delivery of 
soil sample taken from the profiles under study for laboratory analyses.

The subject of interest of the next group of subsystems is collecting 
and processing of results of the soil sample analyses and of results 
obtained by area investigations on physical (FIZ), chemical (CHEM) and 
biological (BIO) processes and properties of soil as well as of soil 
process (PROC) dynamics.

The third group constitute the subsystems of regionalization (REG), 
protection (OCHR), reclamation (MEL) and productivity (PROD) com
prising information on the state and the economic estimation of soil 
resources with consideration of connections of soil functions with natural 
environment and lines of farming.

The first group of subsystems ensurens, first of all, soil maps of dif
ferent scales and in different thematical approaches.

The second group of subsystems supplies unified tabulograms with 
the results of soil analyses and mathematical and statistical calculations 
based on data from measured physical and chemical properties according 
to the spatial soil units or to definite soil processes.

The third group of subsystems of the BIGLEB system enables the 
estimation of soil resources in spatial approach and the forecast of 
transformations of these resources at assumed lines and intensity of 
management of soils.

From each subsystem among the mentioned ones the information is 
selectioned to constitute a main base of data for the BIGLEB system.

REALIZATION STATE OF THE BIGLEB SYSTEM  
DESIGNING A ND IMPLEM ENTATION

Works carried out in the period 1976-1980 belong to the following 
three thematical groups [7] :

— basic and methodical elaborations for the BIGLEB system,
— designs and tentative extensions of complementary subsystems in 

the BIGLEB system,
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— designing and extension of data file (BKA-BIGLEB), comprising 
collections of data obtained from the available source documentations.

In the first thematical group the following works have been comple
ted and published :

— idea of designing and extension of the BIGLEB system [4],
— spatial reference system of data and information in the BIGLEB 

system [1],
— formulae and dictionaries of recording data and of soil investiga

tions within the BIGLEB system — part I [10].
In the course of elaboration are the following problems of this group :
— identification features of diagnostical horizons of soil units,
— application of teledection methods for spatial characteristics of 

soil, exemplified by the Leszczyński district,
— methods of application of electronic implements for plotting soil 

maps,
— the Und part of the dictionary comprising the indices of record

ing laboratory analysis results of soil samples.
In the second thematical group comprising designing and extension 

of complementary subsystems of the BIGLEB system the following sub
systems are worked out being at different stages of development :

— Technical design of BIGLEB information subsystem, concerning 
cartography of arable soils (KAR-BIGLEB).

— Assumptions for technical design of BIGLEB information sub
system concerning cartography of meadow soils (KAZ-BIGLEB).

— Assumptions for technical design of BIGLEB information sub
system concerning cartography of forest soils (KAL-BIGLEB).

— Technical design of BIGLEB information subsystem concerning 
physical properties of soil (FIZ-BIGLEB).

— Technical design of BIGLEB information subsystem concerning 
chemical properies of soils (CHEM-BIGLEB).

— Concept of BIGLEB information subsystem concerning biological 
properties of soils (BIO-BIGLEB).

— Technical design and tentative extension of BIGLEB information 
subsystem concerning water processes in soils (PROC-WOD-BIGLEB).

— Technical design and tentative extension of BIGLEB information 
subsystem concerning productivity of soils (PROD-BIGLEB).

— Project of adaptation of the BIGLEB-MER-BIGLEB system ex
tended and made use of by the Central Land Reclamation Designing 
Office.

— Concept and design assumptions of BIGLEB information subsystem 
concerning regionalization of oil (REG-BIGLEB).

— Concept of BIGLEB information subsystem concerning protection 
of soil (OCHR-BIGLEB).
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In the third thematical group of completed elaborations, the following 
data file of the BIGLEB system have been designed and extended :

— Data file (BKA-90) on pedological, natural and utilization con
ditions of soil in a review scale. This data file is used by the Polish 
Soil Science Society and enables getting prints of mosaic maps in the 
scale of 1 : 500 000 which show results of soil estimation carried out 
with use of different criteria [И].

— Data file concerning location and basic features of soil units 
(BKA-01) ; this data file is established according to administration units 
and marked fields ; hitherto the data from 5 districts have been recorded.

— Data file (BKA-20) of results of the statistical analysis of data 
on soil profiles examined in the course of cartographic works.

The hitherto elaborations within the framework of the BIGLEB 
system are used by various scientific and economic bodies for needs of :

— spatial management planning the macroregional scale,
— regionalization of agronomy and agricultural chemistry measures,
— designing drainage reclamations of soils,
— forecasts of grassland irrigations,
— other problems connected with rationalization of the management 

of soil resources and prediction of yields.
The development of soil information system in a scheme correlated 

with the wholeness of natural conditions and economic system requires 
further interdisciplina (complex) investigations. In this connection, the 
introduction into research plan for the period 1981-1985 of the problem 
“Optimization of management of soil resources and prediction of yields” 
has been proposed by the Polish Soil Science Society and it has been 
approved as an interbranch problem.
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S. KOWALIŃSKI, R. TRUSZKOWSKA

SYSTEM  INFORM ATYCZNY O ŚRODOW ISKU GLEBOWYM  
(BIGLEB) W POLSCE

P olsk ie T ow arzystw o G leboznaw cze 
Grupa Robocza System u BIGLEB

S t r e s z c z e n i e

M ając na celu  zaspokojenie zapotrzebow ania gospodarczego na inform acje
0 glebach oraz potrzebę w prow adzenia kom pleksow ych badań gleb w  układzie  
w spółzależnym  z układam i w arunków  przyrodniczych i gospodarczych, Polskie  
T ow arzystw o G leboznaw cze prow adzi od 1976 r. badania oraz koordynuje p rojek 
tow anie i w drażanie system u BIGLEB. K oncepcję system u opracowaną przez 
Grupę Roboczą System u BIGLEB ilustrują rys. 1, 2, 3, 4.

P rojektow anie i w drożenie kom plem entarnych podsystem ów  jest obecnie w  
różnym  stanie zaaw ansow ania. W drożone zostały już kartoteki danych (BKA- 
-BIGLEB) obejm ujące w ybrane zbiory inform acji o środow isku glebow ym . Na 
podstaw ie kartoteki BKA-90 uzyskuje się w ydruki map w  skali 1 : 500 000, obej
m ujące różne ujęcia oceny stanu zasobów  glebow ych w edług obszarów w ojew ództw
1 całego kraju.

Z podstaw ow ych ustaleń  system u BIGLEB opracowano i zastosow ano układ  
odniesien ia przestrzennego danych i inform acji, którym  są siatki pól znaczonych  
w  różnych skalach oraz „wzory i słow niki do notow ania w yn ików  badań pro
filów  gleb w  system ie BIGLEB”.

Zakres w ykonanych prac, szczególnie u stalen ia  podstaw ow e dla rozw oju sy
stem u, jak też w drożone jego elem enty, w skazuje na potrzebę ich kontynuacji 
w  planie badań w  latach 1981-1985.
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